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Abstract
In the applied world of product testing the appropriate number of panelists (base size) involves technical and business considerations. Base sizes
range from very low (around six; used in expert panelist profiling) to high (hundreds; used in product tests by marketing researchers). Often base
sizes are dictated by the requirement that the project identify statistical differences between or among samples. The probabi listic analysis of
differences (significance vs. insignificance) derives from statistical theory, with base size used as a method to influence the sampling error
(variability). This paper looks at base sizes another way-from the viewpoint of psychophysical scaling. The issue then can be re-stated as ‘what is
the necessary base size at which the average rating stabilizes?’ Empirical data suggest that base sizes of 40-50 panelists generate stable averages
and that beyond the 80 panelists the average is not particularly affected by the base size. These results hold for actual data for a variety of
products, and for different types of attributes, specifically sensory (amount of a characteristic), and hedonic (liking of a characteristic).
Keywords: Food, Psychology, Psychophysics.

The World Today
This paper grows out of a 52-year personal history by the author,
beginning at Harvard University in psychophysics (the study of the
relation between physical stimuli and subjective responses), and moving
on to the world of sensory testing of products, and finally (thus far)
evolving to consumer research, applied sensory analysis of foods, and
finally product optimization and the creation of new consumer products.
In the author’s opinion a great deal of the issue involving base size
emerge from the discussions of the conflict-attracting topic of
discrimination, all-or-none judgments, the controversy between
significant at a statistical level and significant at a ‘meaningfulness’ level.
The notion of ‘significant differences’ comes from the rather extensive
discipline of inferential statistics, fertilized by the practical issue of ‘what
is the right answer?’ Discussions of base size focus on answering the
simple question ‘Is A different from B’, whether different means better vs
the not better, perceptibly different vs not perceptibly different,’ and so
forth. The issue is whether the data suggest ‘signal’, or really just noise
without signal. The origins of this thinking come from the belief that the
job of the human judge is to act as a’ rather blunt instrument’, in the
words of Nestle’s Director of Marketing Research, Frederic Nauckoff
(personal communication to the author, 2010).
The problem of today’s research literature can be traced, in part, to the
failure to focus on ‘why’ one needs a certain base size. Is the issue the
ability to reach the ‘right answer,’ and the implications of number of
measurements needed to get to that ‘right answer’ viz, same vs different,
larger, smaller, etc. In such a world there IS a right answer. The research
objective is to reproduce that right answer and be confident about it.

The search for patterns as perceived when the respondent evaluates
different products, calls into play a set of different issues. No longer is the
attempt to get the right answer,’ but rather to identify a pattern necessary
for product development. The pattern may emerge when the respondents
scale the degree of liking, or provide input for ‘mapping’ the products on
a multi-dimensional map [1,2].
In the opinion of this author, when the focus is guidance for development,
the issue of base becomes one of stability of patterns. It is the pattern
which guides the developer, rather than the individual data point. Patterns
often emerge with as few as 10 judgments per point, such stability
emerging when the study is a so-called ‘within-subjects design,’ where
every respondent evaluates every stimulus.
When the focus changes, so that the precision of measurement for a single
point becomes important, then the topic of base size becomes important.
The reason for the test is not guidance, and thus the issue is not the
stability of the pattern. Rather, the issue is ‘when is sufficient, enough’
when the topic is the measurement of one or two points to make all or
none statements, such as same/different, better/worse, and so forth. In
such situations, it become statistically evident that ‘more people mean
greater likelihood of a correct answer’ but the question remains ‘how
many are enough? [3,4].
The two worlds, forward-looking as in the case of development versus
backwards-looking in the case of a binary decision to be made, emerge
from different orientations to and different thoughts about, base size. The
issue of base size plays a minor, almost irrelevant role in the former
(development), and a pre-eminent role in the latter (testing for signal).
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Roots in Psychology: The Migration to
Numbers from the Informal Beginnings

The Clash between the Idiographic and the
Nomothetic

Those who are familiar with the history of psychology on the one hand,
and with the history of sensory research on the other will no doubt
recognize that over the years the research has migrated from observing to
testing, from reporting to analyzing through statistics, from looking at
patterns to looking at points.

One of the fundamental ideas in science, especially psychological science,
is the difference between the study of the individual, idiographic, and the
study of the group, the average, nomothetic. Those who are afficionados
of the history of science can read about this clash, but it only happens at
the start of the 20th century. Before that, the science was the observation
of the individual. Certainly, people took averages, but the focus was not
so much on the statistics as on the process. No one tested significance,
departures from a true ‘zero,’ and so forth. Taking the average meant
simply a better estimate of the central tendency. It was the measure of the
item, the thing, the event, the process, which was important, not the
variance.

The evolution in the science of psychology and sensory analysis, and the
change from observation and report to test, comes from the subtleties of
an evolving science, and at the same time, the demands from brutal
economic considerations imposed by business need. More than two thirds
of a century ago sensory analysis began to evolve, having no formal
procedures, but inevitably metamorphizing into descriptive analysis, yet
absent the recognition of what statistics could possibly provide (e.g., the
Arthur D. Little Flavor Profile [5]. Three decades later, descriptive
analysis would incorporate statistics (QDA, Quantitative Descriptive
Analysis) [6], indeed making inferential statistics a cornerstone. The
underlying world-view of sensory analysis is that people differ from each
other, and act as sources of random variation.
In typical practice, sensory analysis focused on the value of single points,
sensory attribute levels of products, perhaps for comparison purposes
against each other, or against a ‘gold standard.’ In this situation the issue
of ‘how many respondents should participate’ become relevant because
the need is for an accurate measure of a single percept, the level of a
sensory attribute in an in-market product or product prototype indevelopment. The appropriate base size is the one which lets the true
description emerge. It is not an issue of base size per se as something
holy, but rather the appropriate number of judges and/or judgments
sufficient to average out the random variation in the data, an inevitable
concomitant of error.
When we look at a parallel science, psychophysics, the study of the
relation between stimulus and perception, we find the same evolution.
Psychophysics was always numerate, dealing with numbers, with patterns,
and with equations. The issue was not base size, since in the mind of the
psychophysicist even one respondent suffices to reveal the relation
between the stimulus and the percept. To the psychophysicist, the issue of
base size, the number of respondents, is simply one of using a number of
observations in order to cancel out random variation, and thus better
approximate the true underlying function.
The evolution to numbers is not only the history of sensory analysis. It is
the history of psychology. The early work did not use numbers, except
perhaps to describe the personal patterns, the personal equation [7].
Numbers would emerge, but primarily to quantify behavior, to show
differences, to show patterns. For many of the early studies, the focus was
on relations between variables, on the right answers. There were, of
course issues with whether the phenomenon being observed was real, but
those issues were generally addressed by careful control of the test
environment, and of course by replication in other laboratories. Indeed, it
is probably the ability to replicate the repeat the study and get the same
result, which is important.
We can say, therefore, that the early history of sensory research and of
psychology may have used numbers, but it was numbers, and not
statistics. There was no notion of sampling distributions, or if there was,
there was no notion of testing groups against each other. The goal was to
discover nature, not to show differences in effects. The scientists were
cartographers of the mind, of taste preferences, but not statistically based,
at least not in the way to which we have become accustomed [8].

Over time, and with the measurement of sociology and cross-sectional
behavior, the issue of base size and numbers became increasingly
important. Whereas one might do research on the ‘society’ of a single
family, an increasing number of ‘projects,’ i.e., the intellectual efforts,
were focused on the behavior of many people. The idea was not to look
deeply at the individual behavior through various circumstances, a
longitudinal view, but rather to look at the behavior of many individuals,
sampled at one point in their lives responding or behaving. The random
variation was there. It was no longer a matter of suppressing noise
through careful control, but letting the underlying patterns emerge by
averaging. Psychologists were looking for interpretable individual
patterns, and underlying laws of behavior. Sociologists were looking for
emerging signals, those signals emerging from an inherently noisy
background, and descriptive patterns, not necessarily laws.
The introduction of ‘notion of ‘cross section’ means that the patterns
come from disparate organisms. The organisms, the behaving individuals,
each exhibit some aspect of the behavior being studied, but at the same
time manifest a great deal of other behaviors, behaviors that we would
rightly call ‘noise’ or extraneous variability. This extraneously variability
is part and parcel of the world of the subjects, whose ideas and behavior
are being studied.
How then does one measure what is relevant, in the light of this crosssectional variation from person to person? Experimentation allows the
research to suppress the variability, so that eventually only the variable of
interest emerges. The other variability is suppressed by careful controls,
by picking the appropriate respondent, by ensuring that all test conditions
match except where the variable must play a role. Experimenters can do
that easily, at least in theory, although in practice it might be a totally
different story.

Moving to Foods-Sensory Versus Hedonic
Anyone who observes shopping or eating knows almost immediately that
we may taste things in a similar way, but some of us like certain flavors,
whereas others hate the same flavors. The language of food and drink
begins with the expression of hedonics, like and dislike, and only then
proceeds to the description of that which is. One might feel that to get the
‘right answer’ it is more important to have a large base size when it comes
to hedonics, but one can do as well with a smaller base size when it comes
to sensory processes. That conjecture is certainly reasonable, and has
eventuated in prescriptions such as claims tests for the NAD which
require a base size of 300 people), and policy by some journals that
papers dealing with hedonics should have at least 100 respondents [9].
When we deal with the issue of likes, the question of base size become
extremely important, if not for science, then for policy. How do we
establish the requisite base size for hedonics? What operational
definitions do we use to define the minimal number of respondents? The
question is deeper than might seem at the start. In commercial studies
designed to show preference of one product versus another, one might say
that one product is preferred to another at a statistically significant level
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when the preference ratio is 52/48 with 100 people. Yet the same level of
statistical significance can be achieved with (50.3/49.7) by simply
increasing the base size, albeit dramatically.
The focus on the base size, the number of respondents, becomes
increasingly important when the measurement that we make leads to a
decision with consequences, such as action steps. Such a situation occurs
when we measure the degree of liking of a product, not so much for
science, as for business. When we ‘know’ by experience that products
with a low level of acceptance, below some cutoff, are losers in the
market, and consequently end up wasting the resources and time of the
company marketing them, one can quite sure that the company wants to
know just how well the product scores. Not so much for the information
content, which is nice, but rather to know whether the product is likely to
succeed (good, will probably make money), or is likely to fail (bad, will
probably drain money).

An operational way, albeit not one blessed by statisticians but yet
intuitively attractive, is to discover where the ‘pattern believed to be ‘true’
breaks down. One begins with the pattern of means or averages from a
group of test stimuli, eg., ratings of a set of products on overall liking,
from a panel of respondents. ‘Truth’ is defined by the pattern of the
means from the total. One can then take portions of the data, such data
provided by a proportion of the respondents, compute the means, and
compare the averages from this smaller group to the average obtain from
the total panel.
With a set of products or concept elements, usually great than four or
five, one can plot the averages from the decreasing-sized panel to the total
panel, to determine when the pattern ‘breaks down.’ Figure 1 shows an
example. The research can do the same exercise many hundreds of times
to get a sense of the fraction of respondents at which the pattern breaks
down, although ‘break down’ is a subjective decision. It becomes a matter
of when the pattern ceases to be informative.

When the issue is economic or of similar import, base size is important.
We want to measure acceptance with a great deal of certainty. We know
that the error around the mean decreases with the square root of the base
size. Go from 10 people to 40 people, a quadrupling of the base size, and
the precision of the mean increases. There is just less variability in the
means or averages when we repeat the study with different groups of 40
than different groups of 10. Increase the base size from 40 to 360, an
increase of 9, and we further decrease the variability by a factor of 3, so
we are even more precise.
The topic of base size in decision making has been addressed in the world
of food research, not so much from the point of view of a scientific issue
as from the point of view of a business issue, where the decisions have
business consequences [10-12].

Side Issues and Base Size
As the roles of those involved with product evaluation evolved, and
became formalized, the issue of base size in product evaluation became
increasingly important. Some of the issues involved the degree to which
one could say that two products ‘differed’ rom each other [13]. Other
issues involved the degree to which one could say that one product was
‘better’ than another. Both of these issues involved perhaps what is the
hardest decision in science, namely to extract an ‘all or none’ decision
from what is essentially continuous. Same/Different, Better/Worse, and
similar opposites are examples of these all or none decisions emerging
from what is essentially a continuum. In 1966 then leading
psychophysicist S.S. Stevens told author Moskowitz that ‘the hardest
decision in science is to go from what is essentially a continuum to a
binary classification based upon one’s own opinion, for example dividing
a scaled continuum into two different regions, such as ‘good’ vs ‘bad’
[14].

What is Our Goal – Knowledge of Patterns or
Accuracy of a Single Point Estimate?
If we were to summarize the issue of base size in the world of sensory and
consumer research, we might well come down to the simple question of
what are we going to do with the data? If we are looking for patterns, we
get the most amount of information from the first rating of many stimuli.
Each additional rating moves the mean by a value of 1/n where n is the
number of previous ratings of the stimulus.
If we are interested in whether we have a stable mean, then there is no
perfect base size in and of itself. There must be an external criterion
which imposes a penalty. In previous papers the author has suggested that
one do an experiment, either with a set of physical products, or with a set
of concepts that have been systematically varied according to an
experimental design.

Figure 1: The pattern of 16 means for 120 respondents (Total), and how
that pattern changes when a random group of 60 respondents, another of
30 respondents, and another of 20 respondents, is selected and the means
recalculated.

Implication for the ‘Project of Science’
With the growing popularity of statistical inference, we see jumping to the
forefront of consideration issues regarding accepting a hypothesis when
actually untrue, or rejecting a hypothesis when actually true. Indeed, it
would be remiss if we did not call out the almost obsessive focus on base
size by reviewers of submitted papers, the focus being more on the base
size than on the science.
Karl Popper’s notion of the ability to ‘falsify’ one’s guesses about nature
as key to the science project is not something to be rejected, but rather
something to be considered in terms of what we are really doing [15].
When one reads the scientific literature, one is struck by the pervasiveness
of the hypothetico-deductive method, and either the acceptance or
rejection of the hypothesis based upon rigorous statistics. The base size is
often large, usually resulting from the desire of the researcher to ‘show an
effect.’ What is lost, again and again in these studies is the informative
nature of patterns, trends, suggestions. Those patterns do not need the
requisite base size to be proved. We are looking at the nature of ‘signals
from nature,’ and not a just yes or no. In the end, all the consideration of
base size should be to answer the question ‘Is the pattern from nature
sufficiently stable to suggest what is happening?’

Recommendations to the Practitioner
Product development looks for patterns, not differences. The product
developer needs to know what to do, not whether the results of what have
been done suggest a meaningful change. The product developer needs
knowledge at the start of the process to guide changes, not the report of
the blunt instrument that a change has been detected. When considered in
this perspective, guidance versus effect, forward-looking versus
backward-looking, the issue of base size evaporates as a relevant issue
when the focus is guidance. The issue of base size may remain relevant
when the focus is assessment, rather than guidance.
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If there were to be a recommendation(s) to the reader, it would be quite
simply that one should take into account the use to be affected by the base
size. When the answer sought is a simple Yes vs No, without interest in
the nature of the underlying patterns, which themselves cannot be ferreted
out anyway, then the literature’s recommendations are fine, or perhaps
better said, what the reader accepts from the literature will be acceptable.
It is a matter of tolerance of error in the judgment.
When, however, the issue is base in the search of patterns, then the reality
is that the pattern emerges with the first judgment, albeit with error, and
the pattern then becomes stable with many more judgments. How many
more judgments are recommended? The answer starts from a low about
10, simply because it’s likely for error to cancel out, at least in
psychophysical research. By the time the researcher has reached 25
respondents, all of who are testing a graded series of test stimuli, the
relation between rating and underlying physical level should become quite
stable. A group of 50 respondents is probably luxurious. Beyond these
numbers, the research should also keep in mind the old adage ‘the
appearance of virtue is better than virtue itself.’ Simply stated, by 25
replicate ratings across different respondents the patterns are stable. By 50
replicate ratings across different respondents, the emotions of the
researcher toward the ‘validity’ of the patterns in turn become stable.
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